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Abstract—Permanent magnet synchronous machines
(PMSMs) are widely used in many applications. The performance of the PMSM is highly dependent on the motor
parameters. Many research studies have been done to evaluate the PMSM performances in terms of maximum torque
capability, power capability, and field-weakening capability.
This paper proposes a new normalized PMSM model and
uses two parameters, characteristic current and saliency
ratio, to uniquely define the motor characteristic. Based on
this normalized model, the full map motor behaviors, including torque capability, power capability, torque/power–
speed characteristics, and power factor behaviors, are studied parametrically. A new unitless metric, i.e., copper loss
factor, is introduced to evaluate the copper loss variation of
PMSMs. The saturation effect on the motor behavior is studied based on the 2004 Prius traction motor, which confirms
that the field-weakening characteristic can be well predicted
using the linearized model. A new design flow for traction
PMSMs, which requires wide-speed operation, is proposed
based on the full map motor behavior study, and a prototype machine is designed accordingly. The behavior study
and the effectiveness of the traction motor design flow are
validated experimentally by the prototype.
Index Terms—Field weakening, modeling, permanent
magnet (PM) machines, power factor (PF).

I. INTRODUCTION
ERMANENT magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs)
are widely used in many applications [1], [2]. The permanent magnet (PM) in the rotor continually delivers magnetic
flux into the air gap, which enables PMSMs to achieve small
mass and volume, low rotor inertia, and high efficiency [3].
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The rotor topology of PMSMs can be designed in infinite ways.
Different shapes/layers of flux barriers, different locations of
magnets, and different PM materials can be employed to regulate the PM flux linkage and the saliency ratio [4], [5]; thus,
a different ratio of the PM torque and the reluctance torque is
achieved [6].
Along with the growth of electric vehicle (EV) market, the
need of analysis and design of PMSM traction motors is growing rapidly. The drive-cycle-dependent machine design requires
good understanding and illustration of machine behaviors over
the entire operating range under different combinations of motor
parameters.
Maximum torque is a very important metric of the motor performance. A normalized model is employed in [7] to study the
optimal PM flux linkage to maximize the motor torque capability. In this model, the PM flux linkage is normalized to the
rated flux linkage corresponding to the maximum torque, which
is achieved on the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) trajectory at the rated current level. However, the rated flux linkage is
dependent on the PM flux linkage and current; thus, the value
of the normalized PM flux linkage is difficult to digest, and this
method is difficult to apply in the motor design.
Field-weakening performance is another important aspect of
the PMSM performance. Wide constant power speed range
(CPSR) is greatly appreciated in traction application [8], [9].
In [10]–[12], the field-weakening capability is evaluated using
the same normalized PM flux linkage model, in which the speed
range is normalized to the base speed. The normalized torque
and power capabilities in a full speed range are derived under different combinations of the normalized PM flux linkage
and the saliency ratio. However, the motor is usually highly
saturated at a rated operating point, and the saturation level is
significantly reduced in the field-weakening range. Hence, the
maximum-torque-dependent method cannot be applied in the
evaluation of the field-weakening behavior when the motor is
highly saturated.
In an EV traction application, most of the times, the traction
motors are partially loaded. In order to optimize the system efficiency, the understanding of the motor behavior under partial
loading is as important as peak loading performance. The normalization of the PM flux linkage is dependent on the operating
current levels. At different current levels, the base values of the
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the motor design flow considering full range operation is introduced based on the motor behavior study. A prototype motor
is designed, fabricated, and tested. Section VII summarizes this
paper.
II. LINEAR MODEL OF THE PMSM
The commonly known PMSM model under a synchronous
rotating dq frame is represented as follows:
ud = Rs id + dψd /dt − ψq ω
uq = Rs iq + dψq /dt + ψd ω
Fig. 1.

Operation area on the d- and q-axis current plane.

flux linkage are different. It becomes inconvenient to evaluate
the full map behavior using the normalized PM flux linkage
method.
The design of rare-earth-magnet-less/free PMSMs also requires comprehensive understanding of the motor behavior variation with parameter changes. Substantial efforts have been
made to develop rare-earth-free or rare-earth-less PMSMs [3].
For example, a ferrite magnet PMSM is introduced into the
second generation of Chevrolet Volt powertrain [13]. Reducing
rare-earth material or using alternative material usually means
a significant change in the PM flux linkage and/or the saliency
ratio. The reluctance nature of PMSMs must be fully explored
and taken advantage of. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, most of the published works are based on case studies
[14]–[16] instead of comprehensive analysis.
The well-known “three cases of interior permanent magnet
(IPM) machine capability curves” [17] employ the characteristic current as the criterion to determine the motor power–speed
curves. Following this idea, in this paper, a comprehensive analysis of normalized motor behaviors versus parameter variation
is conducted based on the normalized characteristic current and
the saliency ratio. Therefore, the issues caused by the change
of the saturation level from the rated operating point to the
field weakening area are avoided. In addition, the characteristic
current can be easily scaled to different current levels to evaluate the motor behavior under partial loading. The normalized
torque/power–speed characteristic and the power factor (PF) in
the entire operating area are investigated parametrically versus
a wide range of normalized characteristic current and saliency
ratio. To describe the full map copper loss behavior, a new unitless metric, i.e., copper loss factor, is introduced, and its full
map behavior is also evaluated parametrically.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the new normalized PMSM model based on the normalized characteristic current and the saliency ratio. Section III
derives the motor torque/power–speed characteristics parametrically versus different parameter combinations. The peak torque
and power capabilities are also studied over a wide range of
parameters. In Section IV, the full map motor behavior is evaluated using two unitless factors: PF and copper loss factor. In
Section V, the saturation effect on the normalized motor behavior is studied based on the Prius 2004 motor. In Section VI,

(1)

ψd = Ld id + ψf
ψq = Lq iq

(2)

Te = 3/2 · P (ψd iq − ψq id )

(3)

where ud , uq , id , iq , and ψd , ψq are the d- and q-axis voltage,
current, and flux linkage, respectively, Ld and Lq are the d- and
q-axis inductances, respectively, ψf is the PM flux linkage, Rs
is the winding resistance, Te is the electromagnetic torque, ω is
the electrical speed, and P is the number of pole pairs.
A. Optimal Current Trajectory
From the above PMSM model, when the winding resistance
Rs is neglected, the motor characteristics are determined by
three parameters: Ld , Lq , and ψf . To obtain the torque–speed
characteristic, the constraints of maximum current ilim and voltage ulim are enforced, as follows:
u2d

i2d + i2q ≤ i2lim

(4)

≤

(5)

+

u2q

u2lim .

Under a steady state, the voltage constraint is reformulated
as (6) by substituting (1) into (5). At high speed, the resistance
voltage drop is negligible compared to back EMF and armature
reaction; hence, (6) is simplified to (7). Therefore, the operating
area on the dq-axis current plane is derived and shown in Fig. 1
(−Lq iq ω + Rs id )2 + (ψf ω + Ld id ω + Rs iq )2 ≤ u2lim
(Lq iq )2 + (ψf + Ld id )2 ≤

u2lim
.
ω2

(6)
(7)

In Fig. 1, 0A is the MTPA trajectory, and BC is the maximum
torque per flux (MTPF) trajectory. At point A, the maximum
torque is achieved, and the corresponding d- and q-axis currents
are solved as follows:

2 + 8(1 − ρ)2 I 2

−Ich + Ich
lim
2 − I2
, Iq r = Ilim
Idr =
dr
4(1 − ρ)
(8)
where Ich is the characteristic current, Ich = ψf /Ld , and ρ is
the saliency ratio, ρ = Lq /Ld .
B. Normalized Model of the PMSM
In this paper, a new normalized model is derived to generalize
the analysis of the PMSM behavior. Same as [10]–[12], the flux
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TABLE I
BASE VALUE DEFINITIONS OF THE PMSM

Fig. 2.

Maximum torque and power capability in different speed ranges.

is calculated as follows:
ω
u/ψ
u/Ubase
u∗
=
=
= ∗.
ω∗ =
ωbase
Ubase /ψbase
ψ/ψbase
ψ
linkage at the rated operation point, i.e., point A in Fig. 1, is
defined as the base value of the flux linkage; hence, the rated
speed is always 1. The base values of other variables are derived
accordingly and are listed in Table I.
The normalized voltage equation, the flux linkage equation,
and the torque equation are derived as (9)–(11), respectively:
u∗d = dψd∗ /dt∗ − ψq∗ ω ∗ + Rs∗ i∗d
u∗q = dψq∗ /dt∗ + ψd∗ ω ∗ + Rs∗ i∗q
ψd∗
ψq∗

=

L∗d i∗d

=

L∗q i∗q

+

(9)

ψf∗

∗
= 0.87 and ρ = 3, the normalized
For example, when Ich
torque and power in the speed range of 0–10 is calculated and
shown in Fig. 2.
In the range of AB in Fig. 2, the maximum voltage and current
are applied. Therefore, the normalized power also corresponds
to the PF. When the speed is less than 1 (ω ∗ < 1), the PF
is equivalent to that at the knee point (ω ∗ = 1). Hence, the
normalized maximum torque also corresponds to the PF.

III. TORQUE–SPEED PROFILE OF THE PMSM
A. Torque/Power Characteristic Plane

(10)

Te∗ = ψd∗ i∗q − ψq∗ i∗d = ψf∗ i∗q + (L∗d − L∗q )i∗d i∗q

(11)

where the superscript “∗” indicates the normalized variables.
In Fig. 1, the normalized values of d- and q-axis rated currents
at point A are derived as (12). At this point, the flux linkage is
1, as shown by (13)

∗

−Ich
+ I ∗ch 2 + 8(1 − ρ)2
∗
, Iq∗r = 1 − I ∗dr 2
=
Idr
4(1 − ρ)
(12)
∗
∗ 2
+ L∗d Idr
) = 12
(ρL∗d Iq∗r )2 + (L∗d Ich
∗
Ich

(15)

ψf∗ /L∗d

(13)
L∗q /L∗d .

= Ich /Ibase =
and ρ =
where
∗
, and
Substituting (12) into (13), it is obvious that L∗d , Ich
ρ are dependent, and only two of them are required to fully
∗
and ρ are
describe the motor characteristics. In this paper, Ich
selected as the independent parameters because they are easy to
comprehend and apply in the motor design. Their ranges can be
defined easily regardless of the actual motor speed, torque, and
power. Hence, the motor model is generalized, and the behavior study can be performed parametrically. The corresponding
normalized d-axis inductance is derived as
1
.
(14)
L∗d = 
2
∗
∗
(Ich + Idr ) + ρ2 (1 − I ∗dr 2 )
Under the steady state, the torque–speed characteristic is
derived by calculating the speed at each point on the current
trajectory A–B–C in Fig. 1. At each point, the normalized speed

To investigate the dependence of the torque/power–speed
characteristic on motor parameters, a comprehensive performance plane of the PMSM is employed here, which was first
introduced in [10]. For normal saliency machines, i.e., ρ ࣙ 1, the
torque/power–speed characteristic plane is illustrated in Fig. 3,
where the x-axis represents the normalized characteristic current
and the y-axis represents the saliency ratio. The blue and magenta curves represent torque–speed and power–speed profiles,
respectively.
All of the normalized power–speed profiles in Fig. 3 fall
into “three cases of the IPM machine capability curve” [17].
The normalized characteristic current is the exclusive criterion
of whether infinite speed can be achieved. Nevertheless, the
saliency ratio also influences the speed range significantly. It is
∗
at
interesting to find that the normalized power converges to Ich
∗
infinite speed when Ich ≤ 1 (see the Appendix)
lim
P ∗ = lim
∗
∗

ω →∞

ψ →0

ψr∗ ∗ ∗
∗
(ψ i − ψq∗ i∗d ) = Ich
.
ψ∗ d q

(16)

B. Maximum Torque Capability
∗
The normalized maximum torque over a wide range of Ich
(0.1–10) and ρ (1–12) is studied and illustrated in Fig. 4(a), and
∗
(0.1–1) is
the normalized maximum torque in the range of Ich
∗
∗
highlighted in Fig. 4(b). When Ich ≤ 1, both Ich and ρ have a
positive influence on the normalized maximum torque. When
∗
> 1, ρ has a negative influence on the normalized maximum
Ich
torque. However, lower normalized torque does not necessarily
mean lower absolute torque. For a motor with given PM flux
linkage and d-axis inductance, increasing the saliency ratio ρ
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Normalized torque–speed and power–speed characteristics versus motor parameters.

Because the normalized maximum torque is equivalent to
the PF, the normalized maximum torque contour enables the
analysis of the motor PF variation with a parameter change.
For given motors, the PF behavior under different loading can
be derived by normalizing the characteristic current to different
base values. For example, for a motor with Ich = 100 A and
∗
= 1.0 and the PF is
ρ = 4, as shown in Fig. 4(a), at 100 A, Ich
∗
0.716; at 10 A, Ich = 10 and the PF is higher than 0.99.
C. Maximum Power Capability

∗ ≤ 10, 1 ≤
Fig. 4. Normalized maximum torque contour. (a) 0.1 ≤ Ich
∗ ≤ 1, 1 ≤ ρ ≤ 12.
ρ ≤ 12. (b) 0.1 ≤ Ich

improves the torque output, as well as the base value of the
torque; hence, the normalized torque might be reduced. The
reduced normalized torque means that the PF is reduced.

In Fig. 3, the apparently maximum power is not achieved at
the rated speed (ω ∗ = 1). Here, the speed corresponding to the
maximum power is referred to as the max-power speed. Higher
max-power speed usually means wider CPSR. The maximum
power capability of the PMSM is studied parametrically under
∗
∗
≤ 1 and Ich
> 1.
two different cases: Ich
∗
When Ich ≤ 1, the normalized maximum power and the maxpower speed are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. It
∗
and ρ both result in higher power
is observed that improving Ich
capability and higher max-power speed.
∗
> 1, the maximum power is always 1; hence, only
When Ich
the max-power speed is reported in Fig. 6. Increasing the characteristic current reduces the max-power speed dramatically. Improving the saliency ratio helps increase the max-power speed
∗
= 1.5, the power–
slightly. For example, in Fig. 3, when Ich
speed profile of the motors with a higher saliency ratio ρ drops
much slower as speed increases.
IV. PMSM FULL RANGE BEHAVIOR
For traction application, the motors must operate in the entire
torque–speed range. The full map motor behavior is critical to
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∗ ≤ 1. (a) MaxFig. 5. Normalized maximum power capability when Ich
imum power. (b) Max-power speed.

Fig. 6.

malized power. There is no need to evaluate the PF in the MTPF
range because Iop cannot be achieved. The current points on
the MTPF trajectory can be treated as field-weakening points at
lower current levels, and they are evaluated at the corresponding current levels when simple field weakening is achieved. The
entire PF map is derived by repeating this procedure at different
operating current levels. When the stator winding resistive loss
∗
and ρ is derived
is neglected, the PF plane under different Ich
and shown in Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 7, in the constant torque range, the PF is
constant at each torque level, and the PF decreases as torque
increases. In this range, increasing the characteristic current
helps improve the PF significantly. At a given torque level,
the boundary between the constant torque range and the fieldweakening range can be found, where the PF starts drifting.
∗
= 0.75 and ρ = 2, the
For example, for the motor with Ich
field-weakening boundary is marked and noted in Fig. 7.
In the field-weakening area, however, the PF increases as
torque/power increases. Unlike the low-speed range, demagnetizing the d-axis current always needs to be applied; thus, the PF
in the field-weakening range always starts from 0 at zero torque.
Increasing the saliency ratio helps improve the PF dramatically,
but increasing the normalized characteristic current deteriorates
the PF in this area.
For EV application, traction motors spend a lot of time operating in the high-speed/low-torque cruising area, which usually
corresponds to the normalized speed range of 2–3, where a high
PF is appreciated. From Fig. 7, all the PMSMs with ρ = 1 feature
a very limited speed range with PF > 0.8; at low speed, all the
∗
= 0.25 suffer from a very small torque range
PMSMs with Ich
∗
= 0.5 and ρ ࣘ
with PF > 0.8; additionally, the PMSMs with Ich
2 suffer from low torque capability. From the PF point of view,
the motors suitable for EV traction application are highlighted
in the dashed pink block. These motors feature high torque
and power capability, and high PF (PF > 0.8) is achieved in a
wide torque and speed range of 0 < T ∗ < 0.2 · Tm∗ ax and 0 <
ω ∗ < 5.
B. Copper Loss Factor

∗ > 1.
Max-power speed when Ich

the system performance. Given the above analysis, the partial
loading motor behavior can be evaluated by normalizing the
characteristic current to different current levels. In this section,
the PF and the copper loss factor κ are evaluated to describe the
full map motor behaviors.

To investigate the motor copper loss behavior versus motor
parameters, a unitless factor κ is introduced. The factor κ is
proportional to the ratio between the copper loss and the input
power; hence, it is named as the copper loss factor in this paper
κ = I ∗2 /P ∗
R∗ κ =

A. Power Factor
At each operating point, the current minimization strategy is
employed to evaluate the PF. At each operating current level, Iop
is chosen as the new base current value, and the characteristic
current is normalized to this value as
∗
Ich

op

= Ich /Iop .

7543

(17)

At each operating current level, in the constant torque range,
the PF is calculated from the corresponding normalized torque;
in the field-weakening range, the PF is calculated from the nor-

∗
I ∗2 R∗
Pcu
=
P∗
P∗

(18)
(19)

where I∗ is the normalized minimum current, P∗ is the normalized power, P ∗ = u∗d i∗d + u∗q i∗q , R∗ is the normalized winding
∗
is the normalized copper loss.
resistance, and Pcu
Ideally, the copper loss factor is proportional to the copper
loss percentage. In the area where the low copper loss factor
is observed, high efficiency is also expected. However, due to
the high-frequency eddy current effect, the winding resistance
increases with speed; thus, the actual copper loss percentage
contour shrinks to lower speed.
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Fig. 7.

PF versus motor parameters.

Fig. 8.

Copper loss factor versus motor parameters.

For motors with different parameters, the full map copper
loss factor κ is computed and illustrated in Fig. 8. It is observed
∗
and ρ have different impacts on κ. For a given copper
that Ich
loss factor κ, improving ρ stretches the contour to wider speed
∗
helps enhance the torque range, but the
range; improving Ich
speed range shrinks to lower speed.
According to the copper loss factor contour plane in Fig. 8, for
EV traction application, the favorable parameter combination
∗
and ρ are also highlighted, where low copper loss factor
of Ich
contour κ = 0.25 covers the speed range of 0 < ω ∗ < 5.

Traditionally, it is believed that higher saliency ratio is always
better for traction application [18]–[20]. However, this may not
∗
= 0.75, if ρ innecessarily be true. For example, when Ich
creases from 4 to 8, the maximum torque with PF = 0.9 reduces
by about 50%. The copper loss factor contour κ = 0.25 also
shrinks to lower torque range, which results in higher copper
loss. In Figs. 7 and 8, for EV traction applications, the motors
∗
∗
= 0.5, Ich
= 0.75, and ρ = 4 are favored compared to
with Ich
all the other listed motors due to their wide range of high PF
and low copper loss factor. The other motors highlighted in the
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2004 Prius motor flux linkage characteristic.

Fig. 11. Trajectories of the 2004 Prius motor within current constraints:
MTPA, constant torque, and characteristic current trajectory.

respectively:


I ch = Id (ψd = 0, Iq = 0)

(21)



Ld,q = Ld,q (ψd = 0, Iq = 0)
Fig. 10. Characteristic current of the 2004 Prius motor at different
q-axis currents.

pink blocks in both Figs. 7 and 8 are also favorable in terms
∗
≥ 1.0, the steady-state
of performance. However, when Ich
short-circuit current is higher than the maximum current capability. Also, the saliency ratio ρ = 8 is difficult to achieve
practically even with a multilayer flux barrier design.
V. SATURATION EFFECT ON THE MOTOR BEHAVIOR
In Sections II–IV, the relationship between the motor behavior and parameters is established based on the linear motor
model. In practice, traction motors are usually highly saturated
in a high torque range. In this section, the nonlinearity effects
on normalized motor behaviors are evaluated based on the 2004
Toyota Prius motor. The detailed configuration of this motor is
reported in [21] and [22]. The d- and q-axis flux linkages are
simulated and displayed in Fig. 9. It is observed that both d- and
q-axis flux linkages are nonlinear functions of current. At a high
current level, the q-axis is significantly affected by saturation.
In saturated PMSMs, the q-axis current has a strong impact
on the characteristic current, and the characteristic current can
be defined in multiple ways [23]. In this paper, for a given q-axis
current, the linearized characteristic current is defined as


I ch = Id (ψd = 0).

(20)

At different q-axis currents, the characteristic current of the
2004 Toyota Prius motor is illustrated in Fig. 10.
In order to represent the nonlinear motor behavior using
linear parameters, a linearized motor model is studied here.

The linearized characteristic current I ch , linearized induc

tances Ld,q , and PM flux linkage ψ f are defined as (21)–(23),





(22)



ψ f = Ld I ch .

(23)

The constant torque trajectories, characteristic current trajectory, and MTPA trajectory are illustrated in Fig. 11. The
MTPA trajectory using the linearized inductance and the PM
flux linkage is also derived and reported for comparison. For the
linear motor model, the maximum reluctance torque is always
achieved when d- and q-axis currents are equivalent; thus, the
MTPA angle is always less than 135°. However, when the motor is highly saturated, increasing the q-axis current increases
the saturation level, but increasing the negative d-axis current
helps reduce saturation, and thus, increasing the d-axis current
is more effective for reluctance torque production. Hence, the
MTPA trajectory tilts toward the negative d-axis, and the MTPA
angle can be well above 135° at a high current level. This reduces
the base flux linkage and increases the base speed.
The current minimization method for nonlinear motors [24]
is employed to study the full map performance. Direct comparisons of the torque–speed characteristic, the PF, and the copper
loss factor κ between the nonlinear motor and the linearized
model are performed in the speed range of up to 14 000 r/min.
The comparisons of the PF and the copper loss factor are illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. In each figure, the
nonlinear motor is illustrated by solid lines, and the linearized
model is represented by dashed lines. The behaviors in the fieldweakening range are highlighted in each figure.
From Fig. 12, it is observed that the torque capability is
reduced by more than 50% due to saturation. In the constant
torque range, the PF and the copper loss factor κ of the nonlinear
motor differ from the linear model significantly. However, in the
field-weakening range, the nonlinear motor behavior converges
to the linearized motor model.
The normalized torque/power–speed profiles along with
the PF and copper loss factor contours are given in
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the 2004 Prius motor with linear and nonlinear
assumptions. (a) PF. (b) Copper loss factor.

Fig. 14. Flowchart of the traction motor initial design considering full
torque/speed range operation.

on this study, a new approach for the traction motor design is
introduced considering full speed/torque range operation.
To apply the motor behavior study to the motor cross-sectional
∗
is translated to
design, the normalized characteristic current Ich
the characteristic current density
∗
Ich
=

Fig. 13. PF and copper loss factor variation of the 2004 Prius motor
@ 250 A. (a) PF. (b) Copper loss factor.

Ich
Ich /Acu
Jch
Jch · kcu
Jch slot
=
=
=
=
Ir
Ir /Acu
Jr
Jr · kcu
Jr slot

(24)

where Jch and Jr are the current densities corresponding to Ich
and Ir , respectively, Acu is the conductor area of each phase,
kcu is the slot fill factor, and Jch slot and Jr slot are the equivalent characteristic current density and the rated current density
over the slot area, respectively. From (24), it is found that the
normalized characteristic current is equivalent to the ratio of
the characteristic current density and the rated current density.
When the end turn effect is neglected, both current densities are
independent of the motor stack length, the number of turns, or
the actual torque–speed profile.
A. Motor Design Flow

Fig. 13(a) and (b). From Fig. 10, the characteristic current
∗
= 0.44. At high speed, the maximum
Ich = 110 A, i.e., Ich
power also converges to 0.44 in Fig. 13, which confirms (16).
However, because the base speed increases, the PF and copper
loss factor contours shift toward lower speed compared to the
linear motor model.
VI. APPLICATION IN MOTOR DESIGN EXERCISE
The study of the saturation effect in the previous section shows
that in the field-weakening area, the nonlinear motor behavior
matches the linearized model quite well when the inductances
and the PM flux linkage are estimated using (22) and (23). Based

The design process is divided into three steps: topology selection, lamination iteration, and motor generation. The flowchart
is illustrated in Fig. 14. Following this design flow, a prototype
motor is designed for a lightweight vehicle.
1) Topology Selection: First, the preferable motor normal∗
and ρ) are selected based on the operating
ized parameters (Ich
point distribution from drive cycle analysis. Based on the motor parameters, the motor topology (stator and rotor types) is
selected. For example, the operating point distribution of the
prototype motor is simulated under New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), as shown in Fig. 15. The basic specifications are
summarized in Table II.
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Fig. 15.

Drive cycle (NEDC) simulation of a lightweight vehicle.
Fig. 17.

TABLE II
BASIC SPECS OF THE LIGHTWEIGHT VEHICLE TRACTION MOTOR

Fig. 16.
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Prototype FSCW PMSM for a lightweight vehicle.

In this case, constant power is desired in the normalized speed
range of 1–2.33. In addition, to ensure the steady-state short
circuit current lower than the rated current, the characteristic
current must be less than 1. According to Fig. 7, in order to
∗
achieve high PF on/above the road load, it is desirable to haveIch
∗
in the range of 0.75–1. For the desired characteristic current Ich ,
the reference value for the characteristic current density, which
is referred to as Jref , is derived as
∗
Jref = Ich
· Jr

slot

(25)

where the rated slot current density Jr slot is estimated from
given cooling technology and slot fill factor kcu .
The rated slot current density Jr slot is estimated as 4.5 A/mm2
(assuming copper fill factor 35%) due to the cooling technology constraint. According to (25), the reference characteristic
current density Jref is 3.4–4.5 A/mm2 . To obtain such a low
characteristic current density, a very high d-axis inductance has
to be achieved. Because of its excessive leakage inductance
component, fractional slot concentrated winding (FSCW) type
is selected to enhance the d-axis inductance. A V-shaped magnet rotor with a thin yoke bridge is selected to enforce a short
flux path, which helps improve the saliency ratio and reduce the
subharmonic core loss. This feature is highlighted in Fig. 16.
2) Lamination Iteration: With the selected motor topology,
the initial motor lamination is designed and then morphed iteratively until the desired normalized characteristic current is
achieved. Therefore, the field-weakening characteristic can be
well predicted using the linearized normalized characteristic
current and the saliency ratio.

Flux linkage characteristic of the prototype PMSM.

The iteration is performed on the lamination level such that
the computational effort can be significantly reduced. The demagnetization characteristic with respect to the current density
is derived by applying the pure d-axis current density and assuming that the turn number of each winding layer is 1. The
characteristic current density Jch slot is obtained by enforcing
the flux linkage to be 0. If Jch slot > Jref , it means PM flux linkage is too high or the stator slot area is too small; if Jch slot < Jref ,
it means PM flux linkage is too low or the stator slot area is too
big. The rotor outer diameter, stator yoke thickness, and/or the
amount of magnet are adjusted accordingly. The demagnetizing
characteristic is evaluated iteratively until Jch slot is within the
range of Jref . The prototype machine is shown in Fig. 16.
3) Motor Generation: With the given lamination design, in
order to achieve the actual torque and speed specification, the
stack length Leff and the number of turns N have to be configured.
The saturation impact, which significantly influences the peak
torque performance, has to be taken into consideration.
The maximum torque per millimeter Tm ax _m m at rated slot
current density Jr slot is simulated by applying Jr slot with different current angles. The corresponding flux linkage per turn
per millimeter ψ m axT _m m is derived simultaneously. By imposing the maximum torque constraint, the stack length Leff is
derived as (26). By enforcing the dc-link voltage constraint at
rated speed, the number of turns N is calculated by (27):
Leﬀ = Tm ax /Tm ax m m
√
N = (Vdc / 3)/(2πfr Leﬀ ψm axT

(26)
mm )

(27)

where Tm ax is the maximum torque and fr is the electrical
frequency corresponding to the rated speed.
B. Experimental Validation
The prototype motor is fabricated and tested experimentally.
The details of the setup and measurement methods to characterize the motor are explained in [25]. The measured d- and q-axis
flux linkages are illustrated in Fig. 17. The constant torque
trajectories, MTPA trajectories, and the characteristic current
trajectory are illustrated in Fig. 18. The linearized no-load char∗
= 0.92. The
acteristic current is 65 A, corresponding to Ich
linearized d-axis inductance Ld = 1.18 mH, and the saliency
ratio ρ = 1.4.
The full map motor behaviors of the prototype motor are
measured up to 6500 r/min. The PF and the copper loss factor κ
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Fig. 20.

Efficiency map of the prototype motor.

Fig. 21.

Torque error in the entire torque–speed range.

Fig. 18. Trajectories of the prototype motor within current constraints:
MTPA, constant torque, and characteristic current trajectory.

error validates the accuracy of the measured flux linkage map
in Fig. 17.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 19. PF and copper loss factor variation of the prototype motor:
(a) PF. (b) Copper loss factor κ.

maps are computed based on the experimental results, and they
are illustrated by the solid contours in Fig. 19(a) and (b). On the
road load line, high PF (PF > 0.8) and low copper loss factor
κ are achieved. Both of them confirm that the prototype motor
well suits this application.
For comparison, the linearized motor model with Ich = 65 A,
ρ = 1.4, and Ld = 1.18 mH is also studied, and its full map
behaviors are computed (up to 7000 r/min) and illustrated in the
same plots by the dashed contours. The linearized motor is about
6% more torque capable. The PF and copper loss factor contours
share very similar behavior between the nonlinear motor and
the linearized motor model, which confirms the study of the
saturation effect in Section V. The slight differences are mainly
caused by the error of the linearized saliency ratio.
The efficiency map with the torque–speed characteristic is
also measured on the experimental setup, and the results are
illustrated in Fig. 20. In addition, the measured torque is compared to the torque computed from the flux linkage map, and
the torque error is illustrated in Fig. 21. The very small torque

In this paper, a new normalized model of the PMSM was
derived based on the normalized characteristic current and the
saliency ratio. Compared to the existing model in the literature,
this model is more straightforward and much easier to apply to
derive the full map motor behaviors. The torque/power–speed
characteristic, the PF, and the copper loss factor of PMSMs
with different parameters were derived and illustrated in the
performance planes.
The saturation impact on the motor behavior was studied on
the 2004 Prius motor. In the field-weakening range, the nonlinear motor behaviors, including the PF and the copper loss factor, converge to its linearized motor model. In constant torque
range, the saliency ratio reduces due to the saturation effect,
which results in tilted MTPA trajectory and deteriorated torque
performance.
Based on the motor behavior study, a new design flow of the
PMSM was proposed for traction application. The normalized
motor parameters were computed from the demagnetizing characteristic at the lamination level to ensure the field-weakening
performance without completing the motor design. A prototype motor is designed following the proposed procedure. The
torque–speed profile, PF, and copper loss factor behaviors confirm the motor behavior analysis and the effectiveness of the
proposed motor design procedure.
APPENDIX
POWER CONVERGENCE AT INFINITE SPEED
∗
When Ich
≤ 1, the MTPF trajectory, which is represented as
BC in Fig. 1, is represented as (28). The normalized power on
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BC is calculated as (29). When speed goes to infinite, the first
term of (29) converges to 0

iq = ψ 2 − (Ld id + ψf )2 /Lq
(28)
P = T ∗ ω ∗ = (ψd∗ i∗q − ψq∗ i∗d ) · (u∗ /ψ ∗ ).

(29)

For given flux linkage ψ ∗ , the normalized d-axis current is
then derived as (30). Therefore, the normalized d-axis flux linkage on the MTPF trajectory can be computed as (31), and (32)
is derived accordingly

 2
∗
∗ )2 + 8(1 − ρ)2 ψ ∗
ρIch − (ρIch
L ∗d
∗
, ρ>1
i∗d ψ = −Ich
+
4(1 − ρ)
(30)


ψd∗

ρψf∗ −

ρψf∗

2

+ 8(1 − ρ)2 ψ ∗2

, ρ>1
(31)
4(1 − ρ)


ψ∗ 2
ψ f∗
ρ ψf∗
ρ
−
+ 8(1 − ρ)2
∗
∗
ψ
ψd
lim
= 0, ρ > 1.
= lim
ψ ∗ →0 ψ ∗
ψ ∗ →0
4(1 − ρ)
(32)
=

Substituting (32) into (29), the normalized power at infinite
speed is formulated as
⎛

∗
ψr∗ ∗ ∗
ψ
⎝ d i∗q − 1 −
lim
(ψd iq − ψq∗ i∗d ) = lim
ψ ∗ →0 ψ ∗
ψ ∗ →0
ψ∗
⎛ 
⎝− 1 −
= lim
∗
ψ →0

ψd∗
ψ∗

2

ψd∗
ψ∗

2

⎞
i∗d ⎠

⎞
∗
i∗d ⎠ = ∗lim∗ (−i∗d ) = Ich
.
I d →I c h

(33)
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